
CVT continues to support dialogue: 

Following the recent intense dialogue between CVT and representatives from Botton, The Grange 

and Delrow, you may be aware that it now sadly appears the other parties involved have stated they 

cannot reach agreement on a shared statement 

It doesn’t really matter what this process was called – dialogue, discussion or mediation - the real 

shame is that the majority of people who took part in the four days of intense talks and the hard 

work over the festive period really wanted to come away with some shared path and agreed actions. 

We were very close indeed to such a shared statement towards the end of the dialogue itself. In in 

the end, agreement became dependent upon a number of demands from some but not all of the 

Botton representatives. Some of these demands were presented very late in the process and could 

not, given our understanding of them at that time, be supported by CVT. Our request to better 

understand and to continue to work through the details of the demands with the parties involved to 

see if there was some way agreement could be reached on at least some of them in some form was 

not heard. We feel the opportunity to move forward was lost by the imposition of this ultimatum, 

and we were subsequently informed that dialogue was over. 

Despite the withdrawal by others, we will continue to try and progress the positives that we brought 

to the dialogue process, which included: 

 Temporarily withdrawing our letter encouraging engagement to those Botton co-workers who 

had refused to co-operate around the required move to employment while a meeting took place 

with those co-workers affected and some representatives of CVT.  This offer of further talks was 

not taken up.  

 Asking HMRC (for a second time) for a time extension. We were advised that the charity had 

been given sufficient time and that if we didn’t comply, there was a real risk of fines and legal 

action. 

 We were asked if co-workers could sign up to a temporary employment contract to buy more 

time and this is something we are willing to offer to those who would prefer that option.  

 Botton manager, Dave Knowles, met with co-worker representatives to look at ways to improve 

communication and giving a stronger voice to those living in the community; these discussions 

are presently ongoing. 

 Offering to arrange a workshop in January with our legal advisors and representatives from the 

three communities and their advisors, around the HMRC decision and the challenges we face on 

residential employment issues.  

 Offering to host a workshop around the Shared Lives model of care, and support to explore the 

feasibility and desire for such a model as a positive way forward for some villagers and co-

workers in Botton in particular.  

 Offering to organise a workshop on Co-Housing, again to see if this could be something that 

could be used within some CVT communities in the future as a way of supporting a community 

environment. 

 We also agreed to examine how family members could bring their experience and support to 

each community and how their views could be shared with trustees. 



We remain committed to the above offers and we will continue to extend and expand upon them, 
despite our disappointment. We will also seek to engage with others from the communities in 
question who felt their voices were not listened to or represented by the appointed community 
representatives, due to the fact that they had differing views and opinions about the futures of their 
communities.  


